Sites involved in two or more highly accurate GPS surveys during the The central and eastern United States (CEUS) lies well interior to the North American tectonic plate, and hence the Earth's crust within this region behaves essentially as a rigid body. However, the occurrence of earthquakes throughout the CEUS--including major events near New Madrid, Missouri, and Charleston, South Carolina--testifies to the fact that the crust must be deforming at some level within this region. To measure the rate of this inferred motion as a function of location, the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) jointly initiated an observational program in 1987 involving the then relatively new Global Positioning System (GPS). With several hours of GPS data, each component of the 3-dimensional (3-D) vector connecting two geodetic marks can currently be measured with cm-level accuracy even when the marks are located several hundred km apart.
As part of their observational program, NGS and NRC organized GPS surveys in 1987 , 1990 , 1993 with each survey involving several tens of geodetic marks located mostly east of longitude 108"W. The set of geodetic marks that were occupied for at least two of these surveys is informally known as the Eastern Strain Network (ESN), and these marks essentially cover the area stretching from the eastern face of the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic seaboard ( Figure 1 ). We analyzed the data for these four ESN surveys in combination with GPS data for 22 additional geodetic surveys observed during the 1990-1996 interval and with very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) data observed by a mobile unit in 1987. Most of the 22 additional GPS surveys are associated with the High Accuracy Reference Network (HARN) program that NGS undertook in cooperation with state and local organizations to enhance the quality of the national spatial reference frame by establishing accurately positioned geodetic marks throughout the country.
Our analysis of the combined dataset generated estimates for the rate of line length change, dUdt, for 326 baselines which collectively involve 64 geodetic sites. The standard error associated with estimated dUdt rates equals 2.9 mm/yr when the two geodetic sites defining the corresponding baseline were occupied for all four ESN surveys. We then applied the DYNAPG software program (Snay et al., 1996) to estimate a 3-D velocity field consistent with these dwdt rates and with velocity vectors that Ma and Ryan (1995) had derived for an international collection of geodetic sites from VLBI data spanning the 1979-1995 interval. Although DYNAPG provides 3-D velocities, only the horizontal components of these velocities are well resolved by the GPS data. Hence we will discuss only horizontal deformation in this report. Also using DYNAPG, we calculated horizontal strain rates associated with our derived velocity field. In particular, we have estimated strain rates for the cells formed by a 1" by 1" grid spanning the CEUS. 
Data:
The initial ESN survey (Figure 2 ) was conducted primarily from 12 November to 10 December, 1987. This campaign was supplemented with observing sessions on five separate days in September-October, 1988 . Strange (1991 discusses this survey for which the field crew occupied each participating site with a TI-4100 receiver for three -5.5-hr sessions with a few exceptions.
During the period from 9 March to 21 May, 1990, the second of the four ESN surveys was conducted (Figure 3) . Strange (1996) discusses this second survey for which the field crew occupied each participating site with a Trimble 4000SST receiver for three -5.5-hr sessions with a few exceptions.
The third ESN survey was conducted from 7 October to 10 October, 1993 (Figure 4 ). Unlike the first two ESN surveys, the third survey was rather limited in its spatial extent as this survey primarily involved marks located only in the north central section of the United States. Because this survey occurred during the midst of the HARN observational period, NGS and NRC assumed that the remainder of the ESN marks would be occupied for one or more HARN surveys within a few years of 1993. Indeed the third ESN survey was treated somewhat like a HARN survey whereby the field crew occupied several geodetic sites in addition to the participating ESN marks. For this third ESN survey, the field crew occupied each participating ESN site with a Trimble 4000SST receiver for four -5.5-hr sessions with a few exceptions. The crew used a combination of Trimble 4000SST, Trimble 4000SSE, and Ashtech MD-XII receivers at the non-ESN sites.
The HARN surveys involved highly accurate GPS observations to position geodetic marks throughout the country with distances between adjacent marks ranging from 25 to 100 km. For organizational reasons, each H A W survey spanned a specific state or group of states ( Figure 5 ). The HARN observational strategy involved occupying several existing marks, whose adopted positions were considered highly accurate, for three -5.5-hr sessions so that these positions could be applied to obtain accurate positions for other marks in the HARN survey. Consequently, each HARN survey usually incorporated all ESN marks located in the vicinity of the state(s) associated with that survey.
Due to budgetary limitations, a preliminary plan for the fourth ESN survey called for only 24 geodetic marks to be occupied. Several organizations, however, recognized that this observational campaign presented an excellent opportunity to bolster the accuracy and density of the national spatial reference frame. Accordingly, these organizations mustered their resources to assist NGS with the field work so that over 100 marks were occupied during the period from 30 April to 23 May, 1996 (Figure 6 ). Participating ESN sites were occupied for three -5.5-hr sessions except in a few cases. This enthusiastic response, however, created somewhat of a problem in that the GPS hardware that was deployed for this survey generally differed in type from one organization to another. We consequently had to apply newly developed empirical models for antenna phase center variation (Mader and MacKay, 1996) to process the associated GPS observations in a rigorous manner. In the summer of 1987, a mobile VLBI antenna was deployed to five ESN sites (AUSTIN, BLOOMINGTON, CARROLLTON, LEONARD, and PLATTEVILLE). Also each of three ESN sites (HARVARD RM 4, MARYLAND PT RM 5, and TIMER) is located within several tens of meters of a fixed VLBI antenna. We used positions that were estimated from the VLBI data (Boucher et al., 1993) and, when necessary, we applied the measured offset between an ESN site and its corresponding fixed VLBI antenna (Bryant and Noll, 1993) to estimate chord lengths for several baselines formed by selected pairs of these eight ESN sites as would have been measured on 1 January 1988. We subsequently combined these VLBI-derived chord lengths with GPSderived chord lengths to compute dwdt rates for several baselines as described in the following section.
Velocity Estimation Process:
We derived velocity vectors from the GPS and VLBI data using a four-step process. In the first step we converted GPS observables (measurements of the L1 and L2 carrier phases) into 3-D intermark vectors. Each such vector represents the difference in the 3-D positional coordinates for a pair of geodetic marks at a specific time, usually the midpoint of the time interval spanned during the corresponding observing session. We processed all data for each observing session simultaneously and separately from the data for other observing sessions. We used the OMNI software program (Hilla and Schenewerk, 1992) for processing all sessions except those of the 1996 ESN survey whose data we processed with the PAGE4 software program (Mader et al., 1995) . Both OMNI and PAGE4 estimate relative 3-D positions among all occupied marks from doubly differenced phase measurements via a least squares process. We saved the results in bluebook format (NOAA, 1994) wherein the derived positional differences for an observing session involving N geodetic marks is represented by a set of N-1 intermark vectors with their associated standard errors and correlations.
This first step is essentially the same as the process described in detail by Strange (1991) to convert GPS observables to intermark vectors. One difference, however, applies for the more recent surveys, including the 1993 and 1996 ESN surveys. Namely for the recent surveys, we had access to satellite ephemerides that are significantly more accurate than those available for the older surveys. Accordingly, for the more recent surveys, we did not need to solve for corrections to the existing ephemerides within OMNI (or PAGE4) as we needed to do for earlier surveys. Moreover, because of the better ephemerides that are available for the more recent surveys, we obtained more accurate intermark vectors for these surveys than what we had obtained for earlier surveys (Table 1) .
For the second step, we applied the ADJUST software program (Milbert and Kass, 1987) to estimate, for each GPS survey, a set of positional coordinates for all the geodetic marks that were occupied during that survey. These coordinates were estimated via a least squares process using all intermark vectors from the observing sessions associated with the survey. We associate these coordinates with the location of the marks at the midpoint time of the survey, as we assume that any motion occurring during the time span of the survey (usually less than three months) is negligible. In obtaining these positions, we needed to constrain the 3-D position of one mark to some prior value because intermark vectors provide only differential positional information. We subsequently derived our velocity vectors, however, in a manner that these vectors do not depend on the values to which the positions were constrained.
For the third step, we applied a new software program, called DLDT, to estimate dUdf rates for selected baselines from the collecticw of positions previously derived for the various surveys.
Given the two geodetic marks defining a baseline, DLDT first determines the chord length L of that baseline for each survey in which both marks were occupied according to the well known formula Here (X,,Y,,Z,) and (X2,Y2,ZJ denote the Cartesian coordinates that we estimated for the two marks in step 2 for a specified survey.
Having estimated the chord length Li for the given baseline at time ti with i = 1,2, ..., m; DLDT then uses this time series of lengths to estimate the corresponding dudt rate for that baseline via a least squares process. We estimated such dUdt rates for all baselines that were involved in at least two surveys and whose lengths are shorter than 700 km. We also estimated such dUdt rates for a few extra baselines of special interest. In total, we estimated dudt rates for 326 baselines (Figure 7 ). We discuss these estimated rates in greater detail in the next section.
For the fourth step, we applied the DYNAPG software program (Snay et al., 1996) to estimate a 3-D velocity field that is consistent with the dUdt rates derived in step 3 and with velocity vectors that Ma and Ryan (1995) had derived for an international collection of geodetic sites from VLBI data spanning the 1979-1995 interval. We postpone our discussion of this step until after we have discussed the d u d t rates and the VLBI velocities.
Actually we could have omitted steps 2 and 3 and entered the derived intermark vectors directly into DYNAPG to estimate velocity vectors. We elected to take our more indirect route because the intermark vectors of any given survey might be oriented and scaled differently from those of any other survey. By using our approach, we circumvent any problem with orientation differences among the various surveys. Thus we need be concerned only with the problem of possible scale differences among the various surveys. As we shall see later, our results indicate that such scale differences are yet too small to be detected with the currently available data. Another advantage of our approach is that the generated time series of chord lengths provide a useful tool for identifying suspect observations.
Baseline Results:
We calculated how well each time series of baseline lengths fits a linear trend so as to estimate the standard error with which the length of individual baselines were determined during the estimates the standard error o with which each Li was measured provided m 2 3 and provided o remains the same for all surveys. Accordingly, if a baseline were involved in only four surveys, as is often the case for this study, then the 95% confidence interval for s ranges from 0.160 to 1.920. Because this confidence interval is so wide, we elected to estimate the standard error more robustly by assuming that all baselines were measured with the same level of accuracy regardless of baseline length and regardless of when individual baselines were measured. That is, we computed the pooled estimate where the index j ranges over all 326 baselines for which a time series was obtained in step 3. This computation yielded s* = 18.2 mm as the standard error with which each individual chord length was measured during individual surveys. In actuality we found that this standard error does depend on baseline length and on the time of survey. As might be expected, longer baselines were measured with slightly higher standard errors than shorter baselines. Also lengths were measured with lower standard errors during the more current surveys than they were during the older surveys (Table 1) . For simplicity, however, we have neglected the effects of these dependencies in the results presented throughout this report. That is, we assume that each baseline length was measured with a standard error of 18.2 mm for each survey. Accordingly for a baseline whose length was measured in each of the four ESN surveys, the corresponding dwdt rate has a standard error of 2.9 d y r . Table 2 displays some statistics that we computed for the baselines involving the sites BEARTOWN and/or BOLTON. We chose to discuss the baselines for these two sites because, according to the results of step 4, each has a horizontal velocity relative to the North American plate which differs statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level. That is, these baselines represent a worst case scenario of sorts.
-
Both BEARTOWN and BOLTON were occupied for the ESN surveys of 1987, 1990, and 1996 . Also both were occupied for a 1992 H A W survey that involved several states in the northeastern United States. As shown in Table 2 , the 610-km long baseline connecting BEARTOWN and BOLTON is expanding at a rate of 8.7 2 2.9 d y r . (In this report, uncertainties represent one standard error unless specified otherwise.) Although this geodetically derived rate differs statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level, we think that it is too large for a baseline in the eastern United States. Nevertheless, the time series of lengths for this baseline fits a linear trend much better than the time series for most other baselines as can be judged by comparing the estimated standard error, s = 9 mm, for the BEARTOWN-BOLTON baseline against the overall standard error, s* = 18.2 111111. (See the last column of Table 2 .) Note that even if the true dudt rates for all network baselines were exactly zero in value, then the estimated dwdt rates for 5% of these baselines would differ statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level. We surmise that such may be the case for the BEARTOWN-BOLTON baseline.
Table 2 also lists the estimated strain rate (dU't)/Z for each baseline. Because of its great length, the strain rate for the BEARTOWN-BOLTON baseline is only 14 2 5 nanostraidyr (nstr/yr). In comparison, strain rates for most other baselines emanating from BEARTOWN exceed this value partly because most of these other baselines are shorter in length. In this sense the motion of BEARTOWN is more inconsistent with that of its closer neighbors than it is with the motion of BOLTON. This result illustrates the value of using strain rates to quantify relative deformation. To carry this reasoning further, note that strain rates for most of the baselines emanating from BOLTON are less than the strain rate for the BEARTOWN-BOLTON baseline. Thus the motion of BOLTON is more consistent with that of its closer neighbors than it is with the motion of BEARTOWN. Later in this report we shall use strain rates more extensively to assess relative deformation. 1987-1996 1987-1996 1987-1996 1987-1 996 1987-1996 1990-1992 1 990-1996 1987-1996 1992-1996 1990-1996 1990-1991 1987-1996 1990-1996 1987-1996 1987-1996 1987-1996 4 -4.1 2 2.9 4 0.4 i 2 . 9 4 7.8 k2.9 4 2.6 k 2.9 4 8. 1987-1996 1987-1996 1987-1996 1990-1995 1987-1996 1990-1996 1987-1996 1992-1996 1990-1996 1987-1996 1990-1996 1987-1996 1987-1 996 1987-1996 1987-1 996 1987-1 996 1990-1996 1987-1996 1987-1 996 1995-1996 
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Baseline Results
VLBI Velocities:
Using VLBI data spanning the 1979-1995 interval, Ma and Ryan (1995) derived 3-D velocity vectors for a collection of 93 international sites. Twelve of these sites reside either in or near the CEUS (Figure 8 ). For their solution, known as GLB 1014, Ma and Ryan (1995) constrained the velocity of five of these 93 sites so that their derived velocity field would be compatible with the no-net rotation (NNR) NUVEL-1A model for absolute plate motion (DeMets et al., 1994) .
Consequently in their velocity reference frame, the interior of the North American plate, which includes the CEUS, rotates (more or less as a rigid body) about an axis that passes through the Earth's center. Upon removing this rotation, one obtains horizontal velocities relative to a fixed North American plate as is presented in Figure 8 . 
Derived Velocities
It is important to note that the North American VLBI sites known as WESTFORD and RICHMOND are two of the five sitles whose velocities Ma and Ryan (1995) had constrained to enforce compatibility with NNR NEWEL-1A. Hence by constraint, the velocity at each of these two sites approximates zero rather closely when it is expressed relative to the North American plate. Consequently, the accuracy of the velocities displayed in Figure 8 depends in part on the accuracy of the assumption that WESTFORD and RICHMOND do not move relative to the North American plate.
For our study, we doubled the uncertainties given by Ma and Ryan (1995) whereupon only the three VLBI sites located in the southwestern corner of our study region (LA-VLBA, FD-VLBA, and HRAS-085) have horizontal velocities that differ statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level. We suspect that the motions of these three sites are real because the three velocities agree with one another at the 1.5 d y r level. Irrespective of this motion, we note that the horizontal speed for each of the 12 VLBI sites is less than 3 d y r .
Derived Velocities:
We applied the DYNAPG software program (Snay et al., 1996) to estimate a crustal velocity field that is consistent both with our estimated dwdt rates and with the given VLBI velocities. DYNAPG will also accept various other types of geodetic information for estimating velocities.
To apply DYNAPG, one must first specify a 2-dimensional grid for a rectangular region on the Earth's surface which encompasses the geodetic data. For this study, we opted for a grid with a 1" by 1" mesh size such that it spans the region bounded by latitudes 24"N and 50"N and longitudes 66"W and 108"W.
In applying DYNAPG, we implicitly assumed that the velocity field remains constant over the 1979-1996 time interval. Also we implicitly assumed that each of the three velocity components --north, east, and up--varies as a bilinear function of latitude and longitude within each grid cell. Thus the velocity at any given point depends only on the velocities at the four corners of the grid cell containing this point and on the position of this point relative to these four corners. Even though we have defined the overall1 velocity field in a piecewise fashion (cell-by-cell), the velocities associated with two adjacent cells will agree along their common boundary because the velocity function is linear in both latitude and longitude along a cell's edge. That is, the overall velocity field will be continuous as a function of horizontal position.
Furthermore in applying DYNAPG, we considered each dwdt rate and each component of each VLBI velocity as an observed quantity with an associated standard error. Accordingly, the code within DYNAPG formulates a system of equations in which each of these "observed" quantities is expressed as a function of the unknown velocities at the grid nodes. Each such equation also is assigned a weight that equals one over the square of the standard error of the observed quantity. The DYNAPG code then computes velocities for the set of grid nodes such that these velocities correspond to the least squixes solution for the given system of equations. Our system, however, admits to an infinite number of such solutions because the number of grid nodes greatly NUREG/CR-6586 1 6 exceeds the number of geodetic sites. Consequently, we introduced additional "smoothing" equations, three for each grid node or, more specifically, one for each velocity component at each node. The smoothing equations for a grid node equate the node's velocity to a weighted mean of the velocities at the grid nodes that bound the cells adjacent to the given node. We assigned relatively small weights to these smoothing equations so that they would not squelch the velocity information associated with the dUdt rates and the VLBI velocities. See Snay et al. (1996) for a more detailed discussion of these and other topics associated with the use of DYNMG.
Having estimated velocities for the grid nodes, we can now apply the associated bilinear functions to predict velocities for points located anywhere within our study region. Figure 9 and Table 3 present the horizontal velocities that we have thus predicted for the VLBI and GPS sites in this study. These velocities all have magnitudes smaller than 6 d y r . Furthermore the only horizontal velocities that differ statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level occur at the three VLBI sites (LA-VLBA, FD-VLBA, and HRAS-085) and the two GPS sites (BOLTON and BEARTOWN). Whereas we suspect that the motions of the three VLBI sites are real, we are uncertain whether or not our estimated velocities for BOLTON and BEARTOWN reflect actual motion because approximately 5% of the 64 GPS sites should fail our zero-velocity hypothesis.
Horizontal Strain Rates:
We may gain additional insight into the deformation pattern by inspecting the spatial derivatives denotes latitude (positive north), and h denotes longitude (positive east). We evaluated these derivatives at the center of each cell for the same 1" by 1" grid as that for which the velocity vectors were estimated. (Note that these derivatives do not exist along grid lines.) We then calculated the maximum shearing rate and the areal dilatation rate for the center of each 1" by 1" cell.
The quantity dy/dt measures the greatest rate of angular change experienced among the collection of right angles (with sides of infinitesimal length) whose vertices are located at the cell's center. The quantity dNdt measures the rate at which surface area is expanding (positive dilatation) or contracting (negative dilatation) at the cell's center. Figure 10 displays the standard error field associated with our estimates for dy/dt. The standard error for a given grid cell depends both on the spatial density of geodetic sites located near that cell and the accuracy of the geodetic information associated with these sites. Accordingly, the lowest standard errors (those having values between 20 and 30 nanoradiandyr (nradyr)) occur in the vicinity of central Maryland where two VLBI sites, as well as several GPS sites, reside.
Relatively low standard errors (with values between 30 and 40 nradyr) also occur near the New Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ) which is located around that part of the Missouri border which extends from Kentucky to Tennessee. Also the cells located east of the Mississippi River generally have higher site densities, and thus lower standard errors, than the cells located to the west of this river. Nevertheless, for almost all cells within the span of our geodetic data, the associated maximum shearing rates have standard errors that are less than 60 nradyr.
It should be noted that if we were 'to increase the mesh size of the grid, for example to 2" by 2", then the corresponding cells would generally have lower standard errors for their strain rates than the standard errors that the 1" by 1" cells have. Increasing the mesh size, however, would yield comparatively poorer spatial resolution of the strain-rate field.
We do not present a map showing standard errors for the dilatation rates because the magnitudes of these standard errors are very similar, from cell to cell, to those for the maximum shearing rates when the former are expressed in nstr/yr and the latter are expressed in nradyr. Figure 11 displays the maximum shearing rates that we derived. Each of these rates is less than 60 nradyr, and no shearing rate differs statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level except that for a cell located in central Maryland whose rate equals 57 k 26 nrad/yr. The maximum shearing rate for this cell is related to the motion of BEARTOWN. When we repeated our solution with the data for BEARTOWN excluded, then this same cell had a maximum shearing rate of only 34 2 35 nradyr. This result indicates that BEARTOWN'S motion, if it is real, is spatially inconsistent with the motions of the other geodetic sites in its vicinity.
Of particular interest we note that our estimates for maximum shearing rate are less than 40 nrad/yr for those cells located near the NMSZ. In contrast to this result, both Liu et al. (1992) and Weber (1995) found maximum shearing rates in excess of 100 nradyr near the NMSZ. Both of those previous studies had used geodetic data that differ entirely from the data of this study and from each other. Both of those studies, however, involved geodetic sites which were clustered more densely within the NMSZ than the sites involved in our study. Consequently, the high shearing rates that Liu et al. (1992) and Weber (1995) detected must be limited to a geographic area that does not contain any of the geodetic sites included in this study. Moreover, the results of Snay et al. (1994) , when considered together with those of Liu et al. (1992) and Weber (1995) , demonstrate that strain rates within the NMSZ exhibit rather large spatial variations. In particular, using geodetic data that are essentially independent from those used here as well as those used in the other NMSZ studies, Snay et al. (1994) found a maximum shearing rate of only 30 & 19 nradlyr for the area located immediately north of the area where Liu et al. (1992) and Weber (1995) found maximum shearing rates in excess of 100 n r d y r . Figure 12 displays our derived areal dilatation rates. The rate for each cell is less than 40 nstr/yr in magnitude, and no dilatation rate differs statistically from zero at the 95% confidence level. These low dilatation rates imply that possible scaling problems associated with the intermark vectors of the individual surveys are not detectable using the currently available data.
Discussion and Conclusions:
We have computed horizontal velocities for 64 GPS sites located in the CEUS, and we have computed the corresponding horizontal strain rates for a set of cells formed by a 1" by 1" grid. As a result of these computations, we have found no horizontal velocity exceeding 6 d y r in magnitude, no shearing rate exceeding 60 nradyr in magnitude, and no dilatation rate exceeding 40 nstr/yr in magnitude. Moreover, we have found no compelling evidence for motion in the CEUS except perhaps that occurring at three VLBI sites, one located in New Mexico and two in western Texas. The existence of motion even at these three sites must be qualified in that the cited VLBI velocities were derived under the assumption that WESTFORD and RICHMOND do not move relative to the North American plate.
Our results hint that the two GPS sites, BEARTOWN and BOLTON, might be moving relative to the North American plate, but we suspect that these alleged motions reflect statistical artifacts of the data. If, however, the motion at BEARTOWN is real, then this motion must be relatively local because no motion is detected at the VLBI site (GGA07108) or at any of the four GPS sites (GPS S 6, NORTH GEOS PIER, PRINCETON 1, and TANEY) that are located within 200 km of BEARTOWN. The case that the alleged motion at BEARTOWN is local is further supported by the result that maximum shearing rates for grid cells near BEARTOWN drop by as much as 23 nrad/yr when we remove the BEARTOWN data from our solution. Unfortunately, we are unable to assess whether or not the alleged motion at BOLTON is only local because none of the other geodetic sites in this study are located within 200 km of BOLTON.
While we have found no site whose horizontal speed exceeds 6 d y r , we expect that additional geodetic surveys at our sites would provide an even lower upper bound on horizontal speeds. This expectation is substantiated by several studies of daily GPS and/or VLBI observations at 18 sites across stable North America. These studies (Argus and Heflin, 1995; Dixon and Mao, 1996; Larson et al., 1997; and Ma and Ryan, 1995) find that the horizontal speed at each of these well monitored sites is less than 3 d y r relative to the North American plate.
